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A B S T R A C T

How is scientific data used to represent phenomena and as evidence for claims about phenomena? In this paper, I
propose that a specific type of claims – evidential claims – is involved in data practices to define and restrict the
representational and evidential content of a dataset. I present an account of data practices in the epidemiology of
the exposome based on the notion of evidential claims, which helps unpack the approaches, assumptions and
warrants that connect different stages of research. I identify three different strategies to generate different types
of evidential claims in this case. The macro strategy, which individuates the dataset that serves as the initial
evidential space for research. The micro strategy, which is used to generate evidential claims about the mi-
croscopic and individual component of target phenomena. The association strategy, that uses evidence from the
other strategies to identify a dataset as representation of the different levels and relations of exposure and
disease. Differentiating between these strategies sheds light on the multi-faceted landscape of biomedical re-
search on environment and health; and the roles of data and evidence in the process of inquiry.

1. Introduction

The health sciences have a long tradition of studying the ways in
which the environment has an influence on human health.
Epidemiology is the area of ‘clinical medicine’ that comprises various
approaches to the study of these phenomena, by focusing on the rela-
tion between outcomes of interest and exposure to the environment,
broadly construed to include diet, external chemicals, lifestyle, etc.1

Philosophical work on epidemiology has increased recently, especially
in the context of discussions on causality and causal inference
(Broadbent, 2013; Clarke & Russo, 2017; Fuller, 2018). In this paper, I
take a step back from the study of products of research, such as causal
claims, and turn to the study of the processes, and thus the practices, of
epidemiological research.2 In particular, I investigate the ways in which
data is collected, integrated and used as evidence in contemporary
epidemiology. Following recent work on data epistemology by Sabina
Leonelli, I take a relational approach to data, according to which the
evidential and representational value of a dataset is not fixed and
predetermined: it is the result of various choices, judgments and as-
sumptions to select data as evidence and order it as representation of
phenomena (Leonelli, 2016). This makes the context of data practices,
with their specific choices, assumptions, constrains and values, highly

significant from an epistemological point of view. In particular, it leaves
open questions about the ways in which data practices determine the
representational and evidential content of a dataset. In this paper, I
argue that one of the ways in which this happens is through a specific
type of claims: evidential claims. Building on recent scholarship on evi-
dential reasoning in the historical sciences by Alison Wylie and others
(Chapman & Wylie, 2016), I view evidential claims as claims that de-
termine the datasets that are to be used as evidence (Sect. 2). I use this
notion of evidential claims to specify the epistemic role of data prac-
tices and present a typology of methods, approaches and results in
contemporary epidemiology. I do so by identifying three main strategies
for evidential claims. The macro strategy, which is implemented at the
starting point of research and individuates the dataset that serves as the
initial evidential space for research. The micro strategy, which is used
to generate evidential claims on the microscopic and individual com-
ponent of target phenomena. The association strategy, that uses evidence
from the other strategies to identify a dataset as a representation of the
different levels and relations between exposure and disease. As I aim to
show, this typology is significant for understanding the current land-
scape of biomedical research as well as data epistemology (Sect. 4).

I illustrate my analysis with a case study on the epidemiology of the
‘exposome’. The exposome was conceived and proposed by Christopher
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Wild (2005) to describe the totality of exposures to the environment
experienced by individuals. Wild introduced the exposome as an um-
brella concept, to integrate various ideas and approaches to the study of
the relation between exposure and disease (Wild, 2012). Especially
after the end of the Human Genome Project, there has been growing
consensus on the crucial role played by differences in the environment
in the determination of disease (Rappaport & Smith, 2010). Yet, the
environment influences health through various pathways, which may
involve significantly different phenomena, take place in diverse loca-
tions and temporalities, are often difficult to track and measure, and
need to be studied at different levels of abstraction. The exposome is
presented as a way of overcoming some of these complexities, by
considering exposure in its totality.3 Here, totality is firstly meant to
include all the exposures experienced throughout a lifetime. Thus, at
any point in an individual's lifetime, their exposome will comprise all
the exposures experienced from conception onwards: for instance, the
exposome of an adult includes exposures in utero, which may have an
impact on health only at a later stage (Robinson & Vrijheid, 2015).
Totality is also meant to comprise the substances and processes that an
individual is exposed to at a single point in time, both at an external and
internal level. In other words, to study an individual exposome requires
the study of various levels of investigation, from the macroscopic, ex-
ternal component to microscopic, individual elements (Rappaport,
2011). In my use of exposome research as a case study for data practices
in contemporary epidemiology, I follow methodological considerations
on case studies as ways of relating specific episodes and cases to certain
types of phenomena (Pietsch, 2016). As the phenomenon under study,
data practices are particularly interesting in epidemiology: while epi-
demiologists have traditionally been concerned with the collection and
analysis of large datasets (Morabia, 2005), the availability of new, large
and varied sources of data is often presented as a significant novelty,
especially for issues at the interface of environment and health (Leonelli
& Tempini, 2018). This elicits questions on a number of issues, in-
cluding the ways in which diverse datasets are integrated, given re-
presentational content and used as to constitute single bodies of evi-
dence (Leonelli, 2013). In this context, the exposome is an important
case to investigate as the innovations and benefits of the approach are
indeed often connected to the use of new, large and varied datasets
(Fleming et al., 2017, p. 12). My case study of exposome research is
empirically grounded in the analysis of the EXPOsOMICS project – a
consortium, coordinated by the Imperial College London, that was one
of the leading projects on the exposome in Europe between 2012 and
2017 and used the exposome approach for the assessment of disease
risk related to air and water pollution on the basis of the integration of
various sources of data (Vineis et al., 2017a). The empirical research
consisted in: a review of scientific publications, reports and presenta-
tions resulting from the project; a research visit to the Department of
Epidemiology and Biostatistics of Imperial College London in 2017; and
in-depth, semi-structed, qualitative interviews with EXPOsOMICS re-
searchers involved at different levels of the project. The point of con-
ducting empirical research on EXPOsOMICS was to gather information
on specific data practices, considering that only little of data practices is
directly discussed by researchers in their publications and presenta-
tions, and thus following methodological considerations on philoso-
phical studies of scientific practice and data (Boumans & Leonelli, 2013;
Leonelli, 2016, pp. 6–9).

2. Evidential claims: lessons from the philosophy of archaeology

The focus of my analysis is data practices, as the context in which
relations are established between objects of investigation, data and

evidence. Following Leonelli's relational account of data, I view scien-
tific data as objects that can be considered potential evidence for claims
about phenomena and circulated among individuals (Leonelli, 2016,
Chap.3). This view is in contrast with representational conceptualisa-
tions of data, whereby data is taken to be something that represents an
aspect of the world in a mind- and context-independent way and has a
pre-determined evidential content. Following the relational approach,
the evidential value of a dataset rather depends on the ways in which a
dataset is used, by whom and for which purposes. As a result, the
choices, assumptions, constraints and values involved in data practices
are highly significant, as they shape the empirical basis of the process of
inquiry. In particular, in the context of data practices, a dataset is given
representational content and evidential value; is put in relation to other
components of scientific epistemology such as models and theories; and
what counts as evidence is determined, differentiated and classified. In
this paper, I will focus on the first aspect of the epistemology of data
practices and ask the following question: in which ways are datasets
given representational and evidential value in the context of data
practices?4 The main argument of the paper is that the representational
and evidential value of datasets is determined by what I call evidential
claims. In particular, I argue that different types of evidential claims are
generated at different stages of research and through different ap-
proaches, methods and lines of work. I organise these types in a ty-
pology of three strategies for evidential claims, on the basis of my
analysis of research in the EXPOsOMICS project.

For the notion of evidential claims, I take inspiration from the
philosophy of the historical sciences. Wylie has used the notion to
characterise different strategies used by historical scientists to retrieve,
contextualise, mobilise and more generally use archaeological data. In
Wylie's account, evidential claims are “interpretative hypotheses” and
“mediating assumptions”, that “establish a link between the material
traces that survive archaeologically and the past events or conditions of
life that are presumed responsible (in part) for producing these traces”
(Wylie, 2000, pp. 231–232). The link established by evidential claims is
the product of “a chain of inferences that move from some factual
ground to these claims by way of mediating warrants” (Chapman &
Wylie, 2016, p. 93). Wylie discusses this chain in terms of “scaffolding”
(Wylie, 2017), a notion that has been developed in the context of dis-
cussions on cultural evolution by William Wimsatt and James
Griesemer (2007). In this literature, scaffolding is defined as the result
of “structure-like dynamical interactions with performing individuals
that are means through which other structures or competencies are
constructed or acquired by individuals or organizations” (Wimsatt,
2013, p. 568). In recent years, the notion has been used by philosophers
of science to refer to elements of scientific practice that enable and
canalise research. In Wylie's terms, an evidential claim thus consists in
the identification of a dataset (“data collected through procedure X”)
and the specification of its evidential value in the context of the in-
vestigation of phenomena (“is evidence of phenomenon Y″) on the basis
of the mobilisation of lines of evidence, knowledge and commitments
that function as warrants ‘scaffolding’ the relation between data and
phenomena. An example of evidential claim in this account is: “radio-
carbon results of ceramics are evidence that the site under investigation
was occupied in 1050–1650 BP”. Here, the evidential connects a dataset
(radiocarbon data) to past phenomena (site occupation in 1050–1650)
on the basis of lines of evidence, warrants and backing (e.g. archae-
ological observations of ceramics and spatial distributions, radiocarbon
decay rate and physical chemistry).5 In this paper, I use the notion of

3 As noted by referees, the exposome is only one attempt at overcoming these
issues. An analysis of the relations with other attempts and approaches in
biomedical research can be found in Canali (under review).

4 This is the main focus of the paper, but I will discuss the role of theoretical
and methodological commitments in shaping the use of data and say more on
modelling at the end of Sect.4. For more on evidence classification in exposome
research, see Canali (2019).

5 This is a simplified version of the Childers site case analysed by Chapman
and Wylie (2016, p.153). I am mostly interested in highlighting the general
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evidential claims to characterise data practices as forms of evidential
reasoning. In other words, I argue that the notion of evidential claims
does not only apply to final results or claims, but can also be used to
interpret the crucial – if implicit – steps determining the types of phe-
nomena data can be taken to represent and the types of claims data can
be evidence for. I use evidential claims as a conceptual tool to unpack
the epistemic function of data practices, which I argue is the result of
chains of inference based on lines of knowledge and evidence, as-
sumptions, commitments and warrants. For example, the evidential
claims that I analyse in the paper include: “this dataset is a representation
of exposure to air pollution and cardiovascular disease in the popula-
tion”, “this dataset is a representation of exposure to air pollution and
cardiovascular disease at the individual level”, “this dataset is a re-
presentation of the relations between exposure to air pollution and
cardiovascular disease”.6 My use of the concept of evidential claims
thus goes in part beyond Wylie's work, and I should also note that in my
analysis I take the factual ground of the evidential claims to be datasets
and not necessarily material traces. Wylie sometimes uses the word
‘data’ to describe the factual ground of evidential claims but data is
often also used as a synonym to ‘evidence’, which may lead to some
confusion in the context of this paper.7

3. Three strategies for evidential claims on the exposome

Using the notion of evidential claims, I now turn to analyse data
practices in EXPOsOMICS. I identify the use of three strategies, which
differ in terms of distinct approaches to the phenomena under study,
distinct lines of work that researchers carry out and distinct types of
evidential claims. My reconstruction is based on what EXPOsOMICS
researchers I interviewed called the “data workflow” of the project. The
data workflow was discussed by interviewees as one of the organising
principles of the project, which detailed how the different types and
journeys of data were organised and managed, how the teams in the
project were responsible for different data practices and how the col-
lected data were integrated into singles bodies of evidence for singular
studies. I have used this primary classification of data practices in
EXPOsOMICS as the starting point of my analysis, as I aim to show that
various aspects of data workflows can be interpreted as generating
evidential claims (Fig. 1).

I call ‘macro’ the strategy that is implemented at the starting point
of research, as part of the selection and retrieval of samples from
longitudinal studies, and individuates the dataset that serves as the
initial evidential space for research. This strategy is about the selection
of data from longitudinal studies so that it can function as a re-
presentation of the target phenomena. The evidential claims from this
strategy result in the ‘evidential platform’ of a study, as the other two
strategies work mainly on the data identified by the macro strategy.
What I call ‘micro strategy’ comprises many of the new methods used in
exposome research, such as omics. This strategy works on the dataset
specified by the macro strategy and is used to perform a microscopic
analysis that generates high resolution data on exposure at an internal
and external level. The evidential claims of the micro strategy

determine the function of data as a representation of the target phe-
nomena at the individual level of participants to a longitudinal study, as
opposed the population approach of the macro strategy. I call ‘asso-
ciation’ the strategy employed when data specified by the micro and
macro strategies is statistically analysed and ordered to identify asso-
ciations between elements and features of the environment and health
outcomes. The results of this strategy are evidential claims identifying
the integrated dataset as a representation of specific relations between
exposure and disease. In the following subsections, I delve into the
details of each of these strategies in exposome research and I refer to a
study of the relation between air pollution and cardio- and cere-
brovascular disease in EXPOsOMICS (Fiorito et al., 2018), as a source of
examples to illustrate my argument.

Fig. 1. Rendition of the data workflow of EXPOsOMICS in terms of three
strategies for evidential claims.

(footnote continued)
features of their account here, which is why I am not delving into the specifics
of the case.

6 Here, I am using a broad notion of representation, whereby data can be used
in various ways to represent features, elements or structures of target phe-
nomena independently of whether representations mirror real objects.
Following Roman Frigg and James Nguyen, “a common misconception needs to
be dispelled. The misconception is that a representation is a mirror image, a
copy, or an imitation of the thing it represents. On this view representation is
ipso facto realistic representation. This is a mistake” (Frigg & Nguyen, 2018).

7 See similar considerations by Bonnin (2019, pp. 3–4) on the difference be-
tween ‘data’ and ‘facts’. I will further discuss distinctions between data, re-
presentation and evidence at the end of Sect. 3.3 and Sect.4.
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3.1. The macro strategy: longitudinal studies

Individual exposome projects focus on specific sources of exposure
or types of disease and apply the exposome approach by attempting to
study all dimensions of exposure, from the internal to the external level.
For example, EXPOsOMICS focused on exposure to air and water pol-
lution and its relation to chronic disease, using data pulled from larger
datasets on the basis of longitudinal studies. Longitudinal studies are
observational studies that follow a population of interest for an ex-
tended period of time. They track variables including clinical states,
outcomes of interest, features of participants' lifestyle and their sur-
rounding environment. Data collection is based both on the extraction
of physical samples (e.g. blood, cord blood, maternal milk) and ques-
tionnaires and one-to-one interviews. Most longitudinal studies data is
collected in hospitals by physicians, nurses or trained interviewers. The
goal is to bio-monitor and follow participants throughout their life, so
as to track the potential development of outcomes of interests. This is
usually achieved through ‘follow-up’, a procedure whereby participants
are tracked at different points of their life: they may for instance be
asked to answer a new questionnaire years after the initial recruitment,
or data may be retrieved through record linkage with hospital, local
health authorities and mortality registries. Several longitudinal studies
are currently in operation and widely used as sources of evidence in
epidemiology. Generally, they tend to differ in terms of: areas covered,
as they can be national, subnational, transnational or continental; focus
of research, as they may track a variety of disease states and influential
factors or be more specifically focused on a handful of phenomena; and
time, as some are set up to run constantly and without a predetermined
end point, while others come to an end at a specific time but still
provide data that can be further analysed. For instance, EXPOsOMICS
used the EPIC longitudinal cohort study (the European Prospective
Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition), which followed 521,000
participants across 10 European countries for almost 15 year starting in
the 1990s, with a broad focus on relationships between diet, nutritional
status, lifestyle and environmental factors, and the incidence of cancer
and other chronic diseases. But EXPOsOMICS also relied on smaller
cohorts such as INMA (INfancia y Medio Ambiente), which is an on-
going study that focuses on Spanish regions and looks at the exposome
during pregnancy, in order to investigate the relations between en-
vironmental exposures and child development.

A significant portion of epidemiological inquiry is primarily con-
cerned with the establishment and management of longitudinal stu-
dies. However, these data collection activities usually precede projects
like EXPOsOMICS, where researchers selected and withdrew datasets
from specific studies, as opposed to setting up their own. Researchers
in EXPOsOMICS want to focus on a specific outcome of interest (such
as cardio-vascular disease, child development, increase in oxidative
stress, etc.) and, consequently, select a subset of the data collected in
the chosen longitudinal study. What I argue is that this selection is
based on a type of evidential claim that identifies the chosen dataset as
a representation of the specific target phenomena of the study.
Following the relational view, material features influence but do not
determine the representational value of data; plus, in the case of
longitudinal data, the large volume, variety of formats and diversity of
types of phenomena to be tracked provide very little constrains on
what a subset of data can be about.8 The representational value of data
is therefore to be determined in data practices. I argue that the initial
step consists in the selection of a dataset to investigate specific phe-
nomena, such as exposure to air pollution, and that this selection is
based on implicit evidential claims that restrict the content of a da-
taset as a representation of phenomena. In Wylie's terms, these

evidential claims function as interpretative hypotheses about the ex-
tent to which the longitudinal dataset can be used to represent the
target phenomena. This result is obtained through a chain of inference
which involves warrants such as the mobilisation of other lines of
evidence (e.g. on the setup and work of the longitudinal cohort study),
the use of background knowledge (e.g. on disease aetiology) and the
grounding on assumptions and commitments (e.g. on data compar-
ability and integration). For example, in the context of the study by
Fiorito and colleagues (Fiorito et al., 2018), the initial step of their
study was the withdrawal of data from the Italian sub-cohort of EPIC.
This consisted in the setup of a case-control study, i.e. the identifica-
tion of incident and control cases of cardio- and cerebrovascular dis-
ease that arose during the follow-up period, with a total of 18,982
individuals identified (Fiorito et al., 2018, p. 236). The identification
of this dataset can thus be interpreted as the result of an evidential
claim, such as “the dataset about 18,982 participants represents ex-
posure to air pollution and cardiovascular disease in the population”.
As such, the evidential claim identifies an evidential space, in which a
representational relation can be established between the dataset about
18,982 participants, pulled from the EPIC cohort, and the target
phenomena under study, i.e. exposure to air pollution and cardio-
vascular disease. The claim, in turn, is based on warrants including
other lines of evidence, knowledge and assumptions. For instance,
Fiorito and colleagues mentioned existing evidence about relations
between air pollution and coronary events, such as the results of a
meta-analysis associating increase in exposure to particulate air
matter with an increased risk of coronary events (Fiorito et al., 2018,
p. 235). They also relied on background knowledge on a number of
mechanistic explanations that have been proposed to connect air
pollution to cardiovascular disease. On this basis, they identified a
dataset about cases of cardiovascular disease as a potentially inter-
esting evidential space to investigate relations between air pollution
and cardiovascular disease, i.e. the target phenomena of their study.
This step was also made possible by assumptions and commitments,
which for instance included the internal comparability and gen-
eralisability of the longitudinal dataset, as these studies collect data at
quite different points in time and space and involving diverse types of
expertise, lines of work and background (health professionals in hos-
pitals, epidemiologists setting up and coordinating the cohort, data
analysts in projects like EXPOsOMICS, etc.). By selecting a subset of
data, researchers also committed to a certain level of generalisability.
Namely, longitudinal cohort studies data is local by default, having
been collected in person and/or physically extracted from partici-
pants, and this locality is important for projects like EXPOsOMICS,
which aimed to connect features of specific kinds of environment with
specific health states. Yet, a dialogue between locality and gen-
eralisability was stressed multiple times in EXPOsOMICS, as re-
searchers aimed at finding results that were sensible to local features
but also general enough for similar populations. More broadly, the
evidential claims of the macro strategy are ways of committing to a
certain interpretation of the longitudinal dataset as a representation of
the target phenomena. The evidential space established by this type of
evidential claims brings these commitments to bear on the kind of
research that is carried out at later stages of the project.

3.2. The micro strategy: omics, GIS and experimental studies

I have mentioned that one of the ways in which the exposome ap-
proach is considered innovative is the study of both the internal and
external component of the exposome. This is connected to what I call
the micro strategy, that is focused at a lower level of investigation than
the macro strategy and is aimed at producing evidential claims at the
microscopic level of investigation. The micro strategy is applied at
different points of exposome research and operates to generate evi-
dential claims at the individual level of both the internal molecular

8 See Leonelli (2019, pp. 17–19) for an extensive discussion of the relation
between material features and the representational value of data according to
the relational view.
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environment and the external surrounding environment.9 This strategy
is thus particularly complex, requires significantly different lines of
work and generates significantly different types of data, and its role is to
establish a representational relation that connects this diverse data to
the target phenomena at the individual level. A first step where this
approach is applied in exposome research is omics. Omics are analytical
methods and techniques that have been developed in genomic and se-
quencing projects to quantify and study molecules and various pro-
cesses in the cell, such as proteins, metabolism, DNA adducts, epige-
netic changes and mRNA expressions. In the context of exposome
research, the use of these techniques is connected to the idea of the
exposome as the totality of exposure, whereby the exposome comprises
elements, substances and processes also at internal levels. Namely,
exposure to e.g. air pollution can cause the presence of or reaction to
toxicants at the molecular level, which in turn can yield disease. Ex-
posome researchers use omics to study the internal component of ex-
posure, in order to look for traces of external exposures and potential
initial reactions at the molecular level. Omics measurements are per-
formed using methods including mass spectrometry, whose results are
visualised in terms of plots with lines and peaks; these peaks – also
known as features – are indicative of the chemical composition of the
sample. The results obtained through omic analysis of the samples are,
thus, a list of molecules per each sample. In exposome research, these
are used to get a picture of the molecular composition of the samples
and thus try to understand the potential influence of pollutants on the
internal, molecular component of the exposome. The resulting tables of
data are usually called exposure or omic profiles; their type depends on
the omics technique used for the analysis, which in turn depends on the
kind of molecular features researchers intend to focus on for their
particular project and on the nature of the samples or the process they
want to study.10 For example, in the study carried out by Fiorito and
colleagues, EXPOsOMICS researchers used proteomics, an omics tech-
nique for the study of the proteins produced in an organism, as a way to
collect data on inflammation-related proteins. One of the most sig-
nificant consequences of the study of the internal component of the
exposome through omics data is that it has elicited the collection of
data at a similar level of abstraction and resolution for the external
component of the exposome. In EXPOsOMICS, this line of work within
was carried out by the ‘GIS team’, whose task was to develop Geo-
graphical Information Systems (GIS) to visualise, model and analyse
geographical data. These are used to generate individual estimates of
the chemicals and pollutants that could have been present in the en-
vironment and to which each participant could have been exposed. On
the basis of the postcodes of the areas where participants lived during
the cohort study period, in EXPOsOMICS the GIS team retrieved other
data, from maps of characteristics of populations that are routinely
collected by monitoring stations, which are usually located at various
city locations in Europe and provide information on the conditions and
features of the area. All these variables were used to tweak a geo-spatial
model which, taking into account these variables and differences in
populations, assigned an estimate of the presence of toxicants to which
every participant could have been exposed during the study (Gulliver
et al., 2018). For instance, in the case of Fiorito and colleagues' study,
the GIS team generated estimates of air pollution concentrations at the
postcode areas of the participants to the study, including concentrations

of NO2, NOx and PM2.5.
What I want to highlight in this context is the goal of representing

target phenomena at a microscopic and individual level, to be added to
the picture developed through the macro strategy. What I call micro
strategy is thus used to further specify the evidential and representa-
tional content of data. I argue that this is the result of a specific type of
implicit evidential claims, that interpret data generated through omics
and GIS as a representation of the target phenomena. In the case Fiorito
and colleagues, the micro strategy was used to individuate a proteomic
dataset that could be used as a representation of internal exposure and a
NO2, NOx and PM2.5 dataset that could be used as a representation of
external exposure, both at the individual level. The evidential claim
integrated these datasets to determine a single representation of target
phenomena, being of the kind “The dataset comprising proteomics and
NO2, NOx and PM2.5 represents internal and external exposure at the
level of individual participants”. This representational relation is the
result of a particularly complex chain of inferences, based on warrants
including various lines of evidence, background knowledge and mate-
rial components of the project. For example, Fiorito and colleagues
relied on other lines of evidence, such as routine background mon-
itoring to back-extrapolate GIS estimates, background knowledge from
molecular biology about proteins and inflammation, as well as the
techniques and infrastructures used to implement both GIS and omic
analyses. I want to highlight the very important role that assumptions
and commitments play here, especially in the context of the compar-
ability and ‘mirroring’ of omics and GIS data. The epistemic role of GIS
data practices in exposome research is to get a level of detail and re-
solution which is on par with omics data. In a project like EXPOsOMICS,
the work of the GIS team was not only to give more detail to available
data on external exposure, but also to level and balance data on ex-
ternal and internal exposure. The GIS data identified by the strategy
consisted in tables of data with estimates for different chemical com-
pounds assigned to the members of the cohort, thus to an extent mir-
roring the exposure profiles produced by omics. Yet, GIS data remained
substantially different from omics data, in terms of the methods used to
generate the data, the uses of the results and the types of shared
knowledge, theories and methods. Omics profiles provided the struc-
ture of various molecules under study, while GIS data provided esti-
mates of the concentrations of single pollutants. On the one hand, omics
data was the result of the analysis of physical samples, while on the
other hand GIS data was collected through back-extrapolated estimates.
Omics tables are very wide, whilst GIS data on environmental factors is
just one column wide. In addition, in EXPOsOMICS omics data was
usually collected by epidemiologists working at the core of the research
team of the project, whilst GIS is a sub-discipline of information sys-
tems. Hence, how can these diverse datasets be used as a single body of
evidence about target phenomena at the individual level? While this is a
problem for the representational view, according to which the material
and physical features of the data fix its representational value, fol-
lowing a relational approach these features do not uniquely cause what
the data is about. Rather, the “aboutness” of the data is determined
(also) by specific choices and judgements at the level of data practices.
My analysis specifies the role of data practices in this context, as I argue
that the use of omic and GIS data as an integrated dataset is based on an
implicit evidential claim, that on the basis of the series of aforemen-
tioned warrants poses an interpretation of omics and GIS data as re-
presenting exposure at the internal and external level.11 In addition, in
some areas of exposome research the strategy also involves experi-
mental studies. For instance, in EXPOsOMICS personal monitoring and
tracking devices were used to perform real-time measurements of ex-
posure levels and physiological variables in controlled environments
(Vineis et al., 2017a, pp. 148–149). These studies included tracking

9 A referee noted that ‘environment’ suggests external exposure in epide-
miology. The view of the body and the internal, molecular level as an ‘en-
vironment’ is indeed one of the peculiar features of the exposome approach. For
more on conceptual changes related to the exposome and their relation to the
notion of environment, see Canali (under review).

10 In my interviews, EXPOsOMICS researchers discussed data produced
through omic analyses as “big data”. The notion of big data was here connected
to the possibility of getting a large volume of data for a small number of in-
dividuals, in contrast to more traditional scenarios where many individuals are
studied through a smaller number of variables.

11 I shall come back to these commitments and their importance in debates on
contemporary biomedical research in the next section.
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participants while they were, for example, walking in areas with clearly
contrasting pollution levels, such as Oxford Street and Hyde Park in
London (Espín-Pérez et al., 2018). In these studies, the same partici-
pants experienced several different conditions, which allowed EX-
POsOMICS researchers to look at high effects of exposure, as opposed to
long-term effects that are tracked through longitudinal studies. Finally,
one way of interpreting the evidential claims of this strategy could be in
causal terms, in the sense that, to an extent, these evidential claims can
be used to later identify causal relations in the complicated web of
relations between the presence of pollutants in the environment, ex-
posure, reactions to exposure and (potentially) development of disease.
In EXPOsOMICS, the theoretical background of the use of molecular
data was usually discussed in terms of a methodological approach
known as the ‘‘meet in the middle approach’’ (Chadeau-Hyam et al.,
2011), whose goal is to investigate what lies ‘in the middle’ of the as-
sociations between exposure and outcomes of interest and therefore test
the causal nature of statistical associations.12

3.3. The association strategy: data integration and evidence production

One of the aims of exposome studies is to provide evidence about
the assessment of certain exposures: the final specification of this type
of evidence – I argue – is the result of evidential claims developed by
what I call association strategy. This strategy is based on an approach
focused on associations between exposure and outcomes of interest and
is an integration of the data identified through the macro and micro
strategies. The dataset specified by these strategies is used in a re-
gression model, looking for associations between exposure and health
outcomes. In EXPOsOMICS, the regression model looked at one ex-
posure profile and one omics feature at a time. This means that, for
example, each of the 4000 features that can be measured in metabo-
lomics was modelled in association with data on external exposure.13

Then, data analysts in EXPOsOMICS looked at the models where the
association was statistically significant, after taking into account that,
whilst doing thousands of tests, some will be statistically significant
only by chance. On this basis, EXPOsOMICS researchers for instance
found that about 170 out of the 4000 features were associated with a
specific outcome.14 The regression models integrated data specified by
the previous strategies and gave it a specific order as a representation of
the relations between target phenomena at different levels (internal and
external, population and individual). I argue that this ordering is the
result of the interpretative commitment of evidential claims that specify
the evidential value of the resulting dataset as representing the phe-
nomena. This is a result of a long chain of inference, based on warrants
including the various lines of evidence specified in previous strategies,
sources of knowledge mobilised, types of expertise and material com-
ponents of the project and commitments and assumptions. The very use
as a single body of evidence of such a diverse dataset in terms of type,
format, resolution, volume etc. is the result of commitments, and in
particular a commitment to the validity of using data collected with
both traditional (longitudinal studies) and innovative methods (omics
and GIS), which is a specificity of the exposome approach and raises a
number of questions about the role of the exposome in contemporary
biomedical research (see Sect. 4). The regression models used at this
stage are also based on more specific assumptions, such as that the
prediction of the outcome of interest is a matter of multiple factors. For

example, when using omics data, models were based on the assumption
that a pool of different omic features predict the outcome of interest
better than each of them separately or their sum. These models are thus
not primarily causal: their goal is prediction, and more specifically
exposome researchers are after the model that best predicts the out-
comes of interest, taking into consideration the omics variables jointly,
as opposed to using one by one or summing the predictions separately.
The models were adjusted on the basis of the data generated at the
individual level. For example, the data produced through the micro
strategy and experimental studies was used to try and see, when the
exposure is modelled, how well the actual exposure a participant was
exposed to can be predicted, to try to make sure that what is modelled is
in the range of what is measured.

The result of this strategy is thus the development of an implicit
evidential claim, which in the case of Fiorito and colleagues’ study was
of this kind: “The integrated dataset represents the different levels and
relations of exposure to air pollution and cardiovascular disease”. As
the endpoint of the chain of evidential claims I have discussed, the
association strategy plays the distinct role of elaborating what in the
intentions of exposome researchers is a potentially full representation of
phenomena, which in turn characterises the final dataset as evidence
that can be used in the context of other types of claims, such as
knowledge claims about specific relations between exposure and dis-
ease. For instance, as a result of their study Fiorito and colleagues
claimed that their work is evidence of a strong association between air
pollution and cardiovascular disease, mediated by oxidative stress and
inflammation. I interpret this final step of their research as a knowledge
claim about target phenomena, that is built on the specification of their
dataset as a representation of the phenomena under study by evidential
claims. In other words, according to my typology the final result of an
exposome study is based on three strategies, which function as part of
data practices applied at various levels, and on different datasets to
specify and identify the evidential content and basis of the study.

4. Data practices, epistemic strategies and the role of evidential
claims

The way in which I have structured the previous section and I refer
to examples from research in EXPOsOMICS might suggest that the
strategies are linear and subsequently ordered. However, this is not
necessarily the case: the strategies are interrelated in both subsequent
and non-linear ways, through at least two different types of relations
(Fig. 2). The first is straightforward: the evidential claims generated
through the macro and micro strategy provide data that is used as the
evidential basis for the micro and association strategy (see the central
arrows). For example, as we have seen in the previous section, the
macro strategy was employed by Fiorito and colleagues to identify data
on cases and controls of cardio- and cerebrovascular disease within the
EPIC cohort study. This was then used as the basis of the micro strategy,
where the dataset was analysed to specify a different component of
representation. Yet, the macro and micro strategies are also in-
dividually connected to the association strategy through a relation of
specification, as the epistemic commitments and assumptions that es-
tablish the evidential relations in the macro and micro strategies limit
the kind of the evidential claims that can be generated through the
association strategy (see the dashed arrows). As we have seen, the
evidential claims of the macro and micro strategies provide a constrain
to the generalisability of the evidential claims of the association
strategy. In the study of Fiorito and colleagues, the identification of the
dataset on cases of cardio- and cerebrovascular disease through the
macro strategy specified volume (18,982 individuals) and type of the
study (case-control), which in turn limited the extent to which the
statistical results of the association strategy can be applied. Similarly,
the commitments of the micro strategy, most importantly the assump-
tions on the comparability of omics and GIS datasets, provide a con-
strain to how generalisable the results of the association strategy are.

12 Vineis (2015) argues that the meet in the middle approach used in EX-
POsOMICS is a “very rudimentary approach to causality”, but links it to the
work of Wesley Salmon on the propagations of marks and causal processes
(Vinies, 2015, p. 720).

13 Metabolomics is an omic technique used for the study of the processes and
products of metabolism.

14 These models were usually developed through a mix of univariate and
multivariate methods. For an overview of the methods used in the project and
for the study of the exposome, see Chadeau-Hyam et al. (2013).
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An analysis of these strategies and their interrelations in exposome
research is connected to discussions on and allows for comparisons with
other areas of contemporary biomedical research.15 In this sense, what I
have defined as the macro strategy is a relatively traditional way of
defining the evidential space of longitudinal data and is used
throughout epidemiology (Morabia, 2005). Similarly, while the specific
features of the methods used as part of this strategies may vary, the
general approach of the association strategy can be considered typical
of epidemiology more generally, as the discipline is usually discussed as
the study of the associations and distributions of health and disease in a

population (Broadbent, 2013). Conversely, the micro strategy, with the
use of omics and GIS data, is one of the more innovative and peculiar
aspects of exposome research. More and more areas of epidemiology
are trying to make use of the increasingly available data collected at the
micro level, which creates potential benefits but also poses significant
challenges on epistemic, material and organisational components of
research (Fleming et al., 2017, p. 10). For example, Leonelli and
Tempini have analysed ‘data mash-ups’ combining data from epide-
miology, biomedicine and climate and environmental science and have
argued that the use of these diverse datasets is made possible by specific
invariant strategies, which in turn presents a number of challenges
(Leonelli & Tempini, 2018). My discussion of the micro strategy in
exposome research is in line with these considerations, as I have argued
that the strategy is based on various and significant commitments and
assumptions about omics and GIS data. This discussion is also

Fig. 2. Reconstruction of the relations between the macro, micro and association strategies.

15 This aligns my case study on the exposome with other considerations on
case studies by Mary Morgan, who argues that comparisons and bridges with
other contexts are among the use-values of this approach (Morgan, 2018).
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connected with broader scientific and philosophical debates on con-
temporary biomedicine, on issues such as the raise and expansion of
molecular approaches in medical research (Boniolo & Nathan, 2017),
the relations and differences between genomics and ‘postgenomics’
(Stevens & Richardson, 2015) and the expansion of genomic-based,
data-intensive techniques in other fields (Leonelli, 2018). In this con-
text, my analysis of omics data in exposome research shows how its
employment in the epidemiological context crucially rests upon a
number of assumptions and commitments. In particular, I have em-
phasised how the use of omics plays a significant role at different steps
of exposome research, as it: requires epistemic, material and organi-
sational components that are new to epidemiology; elicits the use of
other, new sources of data such as GIS; and has an influence on the
methods and techniques applied at the level of the association strategy.
My analysis thus specifies and delimits the epistemic value of genomic-
based techniques and data in epidemiology. At the same time, it brings
into question the use of the micro strategy alongside more traditional
epidemiological approaches like the macro strategy and the extent to
which the exposome goes beyond genomic-based approaches and the
genome (Canali, under review). In connection with other analyses of
‘micro strategies’, the typology provides a platform for investigating
which challenges and benefits are linked to specific approaches such as
the exposome and why some approaches are considered better than
others in biomedical research.

At the same time, investigating these strategies is way of studying
data epistemology and the role of data and evidence in the process of
inquiry. In Wylie's view, evidential claims relate material traces to
phenomena of the past. Here, I use this notion to interpret data prac-
tices in contemporary epidemiology as developing claims that identify
datasets as specific representations. This use of evidential claims thus
points to a view of evidence as the product of various epistemic prac-
tices, claims, and considerations – as a category that identifies specific
data that is used for specific purposes. In this sense, evidence is not to
be considered a necessarily fixed and stable entity, and neither a sy-
nonym of data. Rather, identifying a dataset as evidence is a way of
expressing claims about phenomena and, potentially, knowledge on the
world. In this context, Leonelli (2019) has recently given an account of
data practices that distinguishes between activities that define the
evidential space of data and make it usable as evidence (data proces-
sing) and activities aimed at the ordering and clustering of data to re-
present phenomena (data modelling). Her distinction runs parallel to
my analysis of the ways in which representational and evidential con-
tent is given to data in exposome research on the basis of various jud-
gements. Following Leonelli's account, the macro and the micro stra-
tegies could be considered instances of data processing, as they restrict
the evidential space of longitudinal data, and the association strategy
could be interpreted as data modelling, in the sense of clustering data
from the previous strategies to represent the target phenomena. At the
same time, the case I have looked at shows how the context of data
processing and the context of data modelling are sometimes difficult to
neatly separate: for example, the micro strategy is as much about
making data usable as evidence as it is about developing a specific
component and type of representation. Indeed, in Leonelli's analysis of
data practices the two steps are often intertwined and many choices and
judgements at the level of data processing have an influence on data
modelling.16 Furthermore, Leonelli's account complements the ways in
which I have differentiated between the use of data for representation
and for evidence. Namely, the representational value of data is estab-
lished by various practices employed by researchers, which in turn
determine how and for what data can be used as evidence. Yet, the step
in which the final dataset is used as evidence is consequent and, in

particular, data acquires the status of evidence at the point in which it is
used in specific knowledge claims.17

5. Conclusions

How is the representational and evidential value of a dataset de-
termined in scientific practice? In this paper, I have provided an answer
to this question in the context of research on the epidemiology of the
exposome. I have argued that the representational and evidential con-
tent of data is determined by evidential claims, which delimit the evi-
dential space of data on the basis of chains of inference, the mobilisa-
tion of knowledge and the production of assumptions, commitments
and warrants. This has led me to distinguish between three strategies
for different types of evidential claims: the macro strategy, which
generates claims that restrict samples and provide the initial evidential
space for research; the micro strategy, which specifies a representation
of target phenomena from the perspective of the individual level of
participants; and the association strategy, which provides evidential
claims to establish the dataset to be used in knowledge claims about
associations between exposure and disease. Choosing data as units of
philosophical analysis, I have shown the epistemic function of data
practices and characterised them as forms of evidential reasoning. I
should note that this focus is different from most philosophical analyses
of epidemiology, which have often studied epidemiological research in
causal terms. This work on causation has had the merit of putting
epidemiology on the map of disciplines of interest to philosophy of
science. Additionally, it has led philosophers to study epidemiological
practice and methodology and collaborate with epidemiologists, di-
rectly engaging in current discussions in the scientific literature – a very
significant result.18 Plus, this focus is coherent with the ‘end goal’ of
epidemiology, that is intervening on populations to improve public
health. I do not intend my analysis to be in contrast with this line of
research, but rather to complement it. A philosophy of epidemiology
concerned with causality will mostly focus on the results of epidemio-
logical research, and may thus end up overlooking the epistemic role of
processes and elements that proceed final results but significantly in-
fluence them. At the same time, I want to note that my typology is not
intended to be exhaustive of all these elements and the ways in which
epidemiological research can be performed. For once, while in the cases
I have analysed the three strategies are used alongside each other, other
projects might only use one of them and/or together with other ap-
proaches. For instance, the macro strategy is used as a starting point of
many projects, as a way of defining the evidential space of longitudinal
data, which might then be specified in different ways than the micro
and association strategy discussed here. At the same time, some of the
components and details of the strategies may vary: for example, the
methods employed as part of the association strategy might be sig-
nificantly different than those discussed here, depending on the spe-
cifics of the study and the area where the strategy is used. Despite these
complexities, I hope to have shown the merit of distinguishing ‘local’
strategies in data practices, as a way to individuate epistemic processes
at the interface between interactions with the world, data and evidence;
and to specify how the epistemic value of datasets lies in the relations
established between data and knowledge, claims, models, commit-
ments, theories – rather than in the data itself, however big, varied or
generated at a fast rate.

16 See e.g. “both data processing and data ordering contribute to carving out
what phenomena researchers are actually able to produce knowledge about”
(Leonelli, 2019, p. 20).

17 Here, I am using a broad meaning of ‘knowledge’, which in turn leaves
open questions about, for instance, what characterises these knowledge claims
and whether they are evidential claims of the same type as those I have dis-
cussed throughout the paper. Answering this question is a necessary task, yet
one I do not have space to address here.

18 See for instance the work of philosophers Federica Russo and Phyllis Illari
in collaboration with exposome epidemiologist Paolo Vineis (Vineis, Illari, &
Russo, 2017b) and philosopher Alex Broadbent with various colleagues
(Vandenbroucke, Broadbent, & Pearce, 2016).
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